CARLOS PORTO
USER EXPERIENCE DESIGNER + DEVELOPER

I’m an Experience Designer and Developer with
a passion for simplifying complex ideas into
usable interfaces.

HELLO MY NAME IS

I get excited about the process of iterating
prototypes into a final product.
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In my next role, I aim to work collaboratively with
teammates, where my talents and experience
would contribute to a wide range of UX
processes.
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MY AREAS OF FOCUS
TOOLS I KNOW:
Sketch
InVision Studio

EXPERIENCE
DESIGN

VISUAL
DESIGN

FRONT END
DEVELOPMENT

UI Sketching

Interface design

Rapid Prototyping

User flows

Illustration and

HTML5 and CSS3

Wireframes

Iconography

JavaScript / ES6

Design patterns Prototypes

Style guides

Scalable and Modular CSS, BEM

Usability Best Practices

Design Pattern Libraries

Web Accessibility ADA / WCAG

Mobile-First Responsive Design

Framer X
Adobe Products
Photoshop
Illustrator
Visual Studio Code

Progressive Enhancement
SEO / Building Findable Sites
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

SOME OF MY WORK AT
SATISFI LABS

WEB CHAT REDESIGN

THEME EDITOR

PUBLISHING SYSTEM

A redesign and rewrite of their archaic

Easy-to-use theme editor for the

Workflow to approve and edit bot

web chat client.

new web chat client.

responses.
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PROCESS
I typically follow Lean UX alongside Design Thinking methodology to verify my design decisions are
supported by research and feedback. I follow Atomic Design principles for component designs.

EMPATHIZE & DEFINE

IDEATE

PROTOTYPE

TEST

Empathy is the catalyst for

Work on creative solutions

Experimentation is

Testing outcomes

understanding the user,

based on the problem

underway to translate ideas

provide insight that often

wherein the problem is

statement begins! This

into tangible products.

cycles back to a previous

defined based on findings.

process includes workflows

Proposed solutions may be

step or redefining the

and sketches to help

accepted, improved,

problem statement.

explore new options and

redesigned, or rejected.

alternative solutions.
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PROJECT 1: WEB CHAT REDESIGN
TIMELINE
Six months including two months for ADA audit.

KEY GOAL
In order to remain competitive, Satisfi Labs needed a “facelift” to their aging web chat
client. Building a production ready bot was complex and difficult to release in a short
time. Lack of customization options hindered matching a customer’s brand. ADA
non-compliancy placed the company at risk for potential lawsuits.

SCOPE & CONSTRAINTS
The team began with one remote developer and myself, with limited time devoted on
behalf of the former due to other work projects. Interfacing with the old Dashboard
(bot management tool) was challenging since legacy code needed modification. The
CEO, CTO, and Marketing provided various looks for the web-chat due to a rebrand of
the company.

USERS & AUDIENCE
This project focused on the website and an in app experience. Internal AI
Engineers built the bots and Client Services customized the web chat for
customers.
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WHAT I DID
Conducted extensive research of
competitors and their offerings (e.g.,
Facebook Messenger, LivePerson,
LiveChat).
After analyzing and discussing various
features I met with the stakeholder to
discuss possible features to create a
Minimal Viable Product (MVP).
Based on the proposed feature sets, I
created low fidelity UI drawings of web
chat interface.

LOW FIDELITY SKETCHING
Based on the feature sets, I created low
fidelity UI drawings of various chat interfaces
with different button configurations and
module concepts.

These low fidelity mockups were used for
internal testing prior to high fidelity
prototypes.
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WHAT I DID…
Having verified design decisions with the UI
drawings, I created high fidelity prototypes for
each component using Atomic Design
Methodology in sketch and later imported the
design to create an interactive prototype with
InVision Studio.
While there were numerous iterations and
testing of prototypes, this process helped
finalize the company’s chat theme which
became the default setting for all bots.
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WHAT I DID…
I began creating each component in html and using
Bootstrap and BEM methodology for css. During the
html development phase I built in ADA compliance to
make QA-ing easier for the internal audit with
assertive technologies.
Later this code was integrated into VUE.js framework.
Minimal changes occurred from the original design
due to testing with the high fidelity prototypes.
An exciting aspect of this project was creating a
Javascript api to describe and map functionality of the
new web chat components.

I wrote development documentation and a style guide
to assist developers and AI Engineers.
Lastly, an internal audit of ADA compliance was
conducted for visual contrast and tested with screen
readers and keyboard only navigation.
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ATOMIC COMPONENT DETAILS
Brad Frost described Atomic Design as a
methodology to accelerate the process of
creating modular designs. Using Atomic Design
concepts, small details were documented and
built into larger components.
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COMPONENT STYLE
MAPPING
All components have a set of CSS
styles associated with its visual
styling. It was critical to document
every detail in order to simplify and
accelerate development.
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DOCUMENTATION
A style guide was written to make
sure new chat bots were visually
consistent with flexibility in order to
showcase a client’s branding.

Each component was documented
with graphics displaying associated
styling.

In addition, development
documentation was written to refer
to future, new APIs developed for
using the chat system in different
applications.
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OUTCOME
With the project completed in six weeks from a team of three, the
integration took longer to complete due to old Dashboard (bot
management tool). The majority of the system had to be
upgraded in order to support the new redesigned web chat. The
scope of the project, including the dashboard integration, was
completed in six months.
Visually, stakeholders were ecstatic with the new web chat. App
responsiveness was snappy and a pleasure to interact with.
Internally, the new web chat was a game changer. AI engineers
now have more flexibility in creating relevant experiences with
the new components. With the new features, bots can be easily
expanded and updated.

Using theming capability, Client Services is now able to modify a
bot’s theme to match the style of the client’s branding in order to
visually integrate onto a client’s website.
To demonstrate full compliance, Satisfi Labs hired a third party
vendor to conduct a full ADA audit of the web chat in order to
deliver a VPAT document.
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PROJECT 2: THEME EDITOR
TIMELINE
Three weeks

KEY GOAL
Satisfi Lab’s new web chat required an easy-to-use theme editor for
their new web chat client. At the time, their way of updating a bot
theme was arduous to use and verifying a theme change was
unintuitive. The theme editor would allow clients to edit and create their
own web chat theme and grant Satisfi Labs the ability to create bots
quickly.

SCOPE & CONSTRAINTS
Insufficient number of engineers to execute development.

USERS & AUDIENCE
This project focused on the website dashboard experience. Internal AI
Engineers built the bots while Client Services customized the web chat
and for customers to self service bot design.
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WHAT I DID
Researched theme editors from
other platforms and also a
competitor, “live person”.
Developed low fidelity
wireframe sketches to explore
different interface interactions
and to inform the final user flow.

Conducted stakeholder
meetings to explore iterations
and obtain final approval on
visual and technical approaches.
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WHAT I DID…
Researched various application
theme editors and websites that
allow updating of their design.

Research revealed two types of
interaction when editing: 1) direct
on a component with property
fly-out menu, and 2) a large
navigable list of components to
edit.

Splitting navigation into chat and
popup buttons served to define
shared styling between
components and individual
component properties.
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WHAT I DID…
Developed wireframe drawings of
editor concepts, with a focus on three
types of navigation and interaction: 1)
list; 2) direct fly-out menu; and 3) hybrid
of both concepts.
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WHAT I DID…
Split navigation (chat and popup
button) to organize styling between
components and individual
component properties.
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WHAT I
DID…

Developed a means to increase portability of themes via

Developed smart start concept by applying four of the clients’

the option to import or export a theme file. Using old

style guide colors to base components (i.e.., header, bot and

theme files from the previous bot system served to

user bubble, buttons).

accelerate the launch of a new theme.
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PROJECT 3: PUBLISHING SYSTEM
TIMELINE
One and half months.

KEY GOAL
US Open tasked Satisfi Lab to approve and edit bot
responses without changing live responses. Hence,
publishing a response was needed as well as including
gateways for managerial approval. This process was a
massive undertaking due to the paradigm shift.

SCOPE & CONSTRAINTS
Time constraints given the scope of the project. UX design
and coding were conducted in parallel. Clients required
training during the development phase. We leaned heavily
on the UX prototypes to assist with training.

USERS & AUDIENCE
This project focused on the website dashboard experience
for AI Engineers with Client Services and clients to self
manage bot responses.
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WHAT I
DID

Developed user flows for response creation, approval
and publishing purposes.
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WHAT I DID…
Led initial stakeholder meeting to
define MVP. Due to time constraints,
prototyping began early with
continuous testing and development of
various iterations.This process
accelerated development time.
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WHAT I DID…
One challenge involved the process of
approval to publication. The initial
concept of using a toggle to display
publishing status was successful in the
prototypes. However, development
site testing became confusing due to
the development team's
implementation.
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WHAT I DID…
This solution involved the use of
buttons (rather than a toggle) and a
breadcrumb of the status of the
response. With this adjustment, users
would understand their status on a
response’s journey.
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WHAT I DID…
Another barrier occurred when
testing the complexity of the new
response payloads. With more
flexible responses that were feature
rich, they were difficult to read. To
overcome this challenge, a new
method was developed to write
responses in shorthand which made
responses easier to read and manage
for customer use.
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OUTCOME
The scope of the project expanded to
include multiple system upgrades to the
dashboard so that the new publishing
system was fully supported.

Successfully launched with 2019 US Open.
Feedback from the client was extremely
positive. They were pleased with the ability
to test response changes and provide
immediate updates without Satisfi Lab's
client services team.
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LET'S GET IN TOUCH
I’d love to show you more of my work and answer any
questions you may have.

Here are the best ways to reach me:

FIND ME ONLINE

MY WEBSITE
www.designdrifter.com

LINKEDIN
www.linkedin.com/in/carlosporto/

GITHUB

SEND ME AN EMAIL

cporto@designdrifter.com

GIVE ME A CALL

973-919-3827

github.com/cporto

